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I am a 20 year old 
Communication Design 
student studying at the 
Institute of Design, Nirma 
University. I believe that 
I have fresh ideas and a 
creative mindset with good 
communication skills. 
The work featured in this 
portfolio includes college 
assigments, internship work 
and projects carried out as 
a freelancer.AB
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01
BRANDING
- Satyam Shivam
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Satyam Shivam is an 
Infrastructure based company 
in Ahmedabad, India. It is 
formed by the collaboration 
of Satyam and Shivam 
Construction company. The 
Company provides services 
like construction of Buildings, 
Roads, Bridges, Fire Stations 
and many more. Redesigned 
its logo followed by stationery.



Representing the service being 
provided by the company 
which incorporates the 
buildings and roads, Taking it 
as the base, the building has 
been shown here which shows 
the supportive nature of the 
company. Other keywords 
represented are heights 
and success, confidence 
and strength. The color blue 
represents all i.e. trust, high 
quality, responsible, reliability, 
loyalty.LO
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Blue Lagoon
Hex #00667d

Pacific Blue
Hex #00a8d3

White
Hex #ffffff
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PACKAGING
- Gaavdee
- Anand
- Apsara
- Rajwadi



Gaavdee Company sells Ghee 
made from Gir cow’s milk. They 
serve premium quality ghee. 
Packaging for Glass Jar of 
ghee is done using keywords 
that represent natural, pure, 
premium and traditional.GA
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Anand company sells a 
variety of frozen vegetables. 
Terms like fresh, frozen are 
incorporated. Colours are 
used in such a way that the 
freshness of vegetables 
reflects in the packaging.A
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Apsara company sells a wide 
range of ice creams starting 
from traditional flavours to 
chocolate flavour. Rebranding 
the identity, with some fresh 
perspectives and adding hand 
drawn vector art for traditional  
yet modern look.A
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Rajwadi company sells Indian 
sweets. Package for sweet 
‘Soan Papdi’ is designed, giving 
the box a feel of traditional 
and royal by using colours and 
fonts accordingly.RA
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CHARACTER
DESIGN
- Food Series
- Monster



Taking inspiration from 
snacks and fruits, I have tried 
desiging some fun character 
out of it. Understanding the 
key features and highlighting 
their shape, colour and other 
features to give a cartoony and 
interesting form.FO
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The character is inspired from Indian snack 
‘Samosa’. Highlighting the Indianness by using 
the outfit & colours accordingly. 

SAMOSU CHACHA



Using fruit banana, designed a rajasthani couple, 
traditionally called Bana - Bani.

Using fruit pear, designed a Punjabi pair (couple).

BANA - BANI PEAR PAIR



Using fruit avacado, designed a fatty uncle
highlighting the big round seed as a tummy.

Using fruit pineapple, designed a character that 
also resembles the structure of minion.

AVO - CARDIO PINION



The Monster is designed as 
one of the evil character for 
animation film “Knives out”. 
Giving him characteristics of 
spookiness, adding horns for 
showing more wildness. M
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PUBLICATION
- Kitchen Gardening



The book takes one through 
the information on the guide 
for kitchen gardening. The 
tagline of book gives you a 
fresh perspective for giving it 
an opportunity. Covering every 
basic information to be known 
by the person opting for it, 
it guides the process, needs 
and tips from a beginner level. 
Beautifully captured images 
and creative illustration draws 
your attention for getting 
hands on it. The colors used 
throughout the book gives a 
sense of the theme and evokes 
the feeling of fresh start.K
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05
UI-UX
- Flap



Flap is an online shopping 
application for Neon Sign 
Boards and LED Boards. The 
unique feature that Flap 
provide are that one can 
also customise there own 
Neon or LED sign boards 
including any symbol or logo 
applying various filters of 
colors, typeface and check 
the outcome by uploading 
there house wall picture as a 
background. Watch Flap also 
provides feature to check 
out and upload the videos of 
product.FL
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ONBOARDING SCREEN
The screens takes you to the log in/sign in 
process asking for the details like email id and 
accepting for terms & conditions.

HOME SCREEN
The screen provides a search button and 
cta buttons to wishlist and cart. Also gives a 
highlight of best selling products which leads to 
particular product details screen.



CUSTOMISE SCREEN
Categorized into 3 further sections i.e. LED, Neon 
& uploading an image. One can customise there 
own choice of product adding colours, fonts, 
size, background or even any symbol or icon.

ACCOUNT SCREEN
The account screen has all the personal details 
including user’s wishlist, orders, cart, designs and 
many more. Screens like rating and sharing the 
app are also given.

WATCH SCREEN
The watch feature allows one to upload or 
watch the product videos and reviews by the 
customers or the company itself. 




